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Doctor Snow White Chicken was named after her 
beautiful snow white feathers. 

She was not only the kindest chicken in all the 
land, but the smartest chicken as well. 

For my super smart doctor friend, Emmy.
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After medical school, Doctor Snow White Chicken, 
along with the help of her seven frog nurses,
built a small practice in the forest.



At her practice, Doctor Snow White Chicken took 
care of all kinds of patients who came from 
near and far to receive her special care.



Henry was getting hungry and thirsty from 
his long hike. 

One morning, a young chicken named Henry 
was walking in the forest nearby.



Luckily, he found some bushes filled with 
wonderful-looking strawberries!

Henry filled his arms with as many 
strawberries as he could hold.



You see, those wild strawberries that 
Henry found were none other than 
Strawberries Slepificus: poison strawberries 
known to put chickens into an un-wakable sleep! 

And then, he gobbled them up!

After eating a few strawberries, 
Henry felt incredibly sleepy. 



Luckily for Henry, a couple of frog nurses, 
Flan and Tyran, were walking to work and 
noticed Henry asleep in the middle of the 
Strawberry Slepificus bushes.

They raced Henry to Doctor Snow White 
Chicken to be cured. 



“DOC! We’ve got an emergency!” Flan cried.

“We found him by those Strawberry Slepificus 
bushes not too far from our office!”

Doctor Snow White Chicken examined the 
patient and concluded by his loud snoring that 
he was in fact in an un-wakable sleep. 

Snow White and her team prepared a series of 
tests to try to wake Henry up.



Doctor Snow White Chicken read through 
all of her books, 

Next, they tried to scare him, but Henry just 
stayed asleep! 

First, they tried to wake Henry with 
a bucket of water, but that didn’t work. The last test was a 

Chicken Free Fall 
onto a pile of pillows.

But Henry didn’t wake up.

consulted with the top 
authorities and finally came 
across an old sheep who 
had once cured such a curse. 



Doctor Lamb said to Doctor Snow White Chicken, 

“In my travels I once came across a girl who 
fell into an un-wakable sleep after trying to sew 
a button onto her shirt...

The darn pin just pricked her, and poof! 
She fell into an un-wakable sleep.”

“So how did you wake her?” Doctor Snow 
White Chicken asked.



Well, there is an ancient 
medicine called, Pie Ziz Ah.

“We can do this!” 
said Doctor Snow White Chicken. 

“We will get to it right away!” To make it you will nee
d:

1. A hot fire 

2. Ground wheat

3. Red orb fruit 

4. Milk of a cow 

5. Wild mushrooms!



Doctor Snow White Chicken and her team 
began preparing the ingredients following the 
ancient recipe very carefully.
 

They ground the wheat and added water to 
make it into a dough, they mashed the red orb 
fruit into a smooth paste, and grated the 
hardened milk into small pieces.  



They finished their creation and placed it over 
the flames.



An amazing aroma spread through the air 
and into Henry’s beak.



And then… Henry woke up!



“Thank you for saving me, Doctor Snow White 
Chicken!” Henry said. 

“Say, would you like to go out to dinner some 
time to celebrate?”



The two new friends went out 
to share a celebratory meal.
 
They toasted under the stars,
“To good health, new friends, 
and avoiding strange fruit!”

The End. 


